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Two experiments of I. K. Kikoin—the correlation between superconductivity and the
galvanomagnetic properties of metals (1933), and the gyromagnetic effect in superconductors
(1938)—which were carried out long before the appearance of the microscopic theory of
superconductivity, anticipated two of its principal conclusions. Established were: 1) the
determining role of electron-phonon interaction; 2) the orbital nature of diamagnetism in
superconductors.

In 1988, Isaak Konstantinovich Kikoin (1908-1984)
would have been 80 years old. He was an outstanding person,
and an outstanding organizer and physicist-experimenter.
We will illustrate this, using two of his classic experiments1-*
as an example.

By the beginning of the 1930s, 10 pure metals were
known to become superconductors at sufficiently low
(T> 1.2K) temperatures (Ti, Ga, Nb, In, Sn, Ta, Hg, Tl, Pb
and Th). The natural question arose as to what properties
(other than the fact of superconductivity itself) distinguish
superconducting metals from other metals at normal (not
very low) temperatures. In one hypothesis (Meissner, Lor-
entz), the superconducting current was associated not with
"free" electrons, but with electrons more or less firmly at-
tached to the atoms. (Now we understand that there is
"something to it" in this hypothesis: in contemporary lan-
guage one speaks of weak or strong electron-phonon cou-
pling ). I. K. Kikoin proposed,4 that the "degree of bonding"
of electrons in superconducting and normal metals is already
different at normal temperatures, and that it is precisely this
which distinguishes superconductors from other conduc-
tors. Electrons' "freedom to bond" is determined, as is
known, by their mobility, which can be expressed as, R H cr,
where R H is the Hall constant, and a is electrical conductiv-
ity.

For the majority of pure metals, research into the Hall
effect and electrical conductivity had already been conduct-
ed by that time, although some of the least reliable, or simply
not very precise, results had to be rechecked. As a result, a
completely new regularity was established: "for supercon-
ductors, in contrast to other conductors at normal tempera-
tures, there are significantly lower values for the product
R H a, and also for R H itself ". It was demonstrated that the
discovered regularity was valid to the same degree, not only
for pure metals, but also for metallic alloys (Pb-Bi, Bi-Ti,
Sb-Ti) and for a series of compounds of metals and nonme-
tals. Thus, the established regularity had an entirely general
character, and revealed the presence of a "connection
between the Hall effect and superconductivity". In fact, this
was one of the first (and possibly even the first) experimen-
tal evidence of the determining role of the strength of elec-
tron-phonon interaction in superconductivity.

The criterion for superconductivity thus determined in
this work can be expressed in the form Ra S 50, where R is
expressed in crnVC, and a in (ohm-cm) ~ \ It is interesting
that in the earlier theoretical works of Frolich10 and Bar-
deen,11 the condition under which superconductivity ap-
peared was also expressed in terms of the electrical resis-
tance of the material (at room temperature). So, in

Bardeen's theory, the condition could be approximately
written in the form a/n S 1017, where a is expressed in
(ohm-cm)"1, and n in cm""3. It is not difficult to be con-
vinced that the two cited criteria coincide with each other!

Yet another work of I. K. Kikoin concerning supercon-
ductivity1"3 goes back to two outstanding experiments of the
20th century—the Einstein-de Haas effect (1916) and the
Meissner effect (1933). The particular characteristics of
diamagnetism of superconductors which distinguish them
from ideal conductors raised a question about the nature of
this diamagnetism: was it associated with the spins of the
electrons, or was it caused by their orbital motion (that is, by
the current). The answer to this question was "very impor-
tant for the confirmation of the fundamental thought behind
the phenomenological theory of F. London and H. Lon-
don".5 It was natural to attempt to solve the problem by
using those very same direct methods which were used in
proving the spin nature of ferromagnetism, namely by means
of the direct study of the gyromagnetic effect. However, it
was not clear whether the observation of such an effect in
superconductors was possible in principle, inasmuch as the
absence in them of an interaction of electrons with the lattice
should not, it would seem, lead to the appearance of a "re-
coil" of the sample, as a result of a change in the body's
magnetic moment.

"The measurement of the gyromagnetic effect, despite
its seeming fundamental simplicity, is in fact an extremely
difficult experimental task. This is so even in the instance of
measurements of ferromagnetic bodies, the magnetization of
which is great, even in comparatively weak external fields.
Even greater difficulties arise in the research of the gyromag-
netic effect in superconductors, when the magnetization of
the test material is approximately 50-100 times less than
with ferromagnetics. An additional difficulty comes from
the necessity of carrying out the measurements at low tem-
peratures".3 It was neccesary to choose a method of mea-
surement which would exclude the various side effects.

It is possible to illustrate the methodological complica-
tions of the experiment in the following manner. Torque

fi _ i_ 2mc dM _1_ 2mc
itg g «

(1)

acts (when there is a recoil) on a body with a variable mag-
netization, where g is the Lande g factor (equal to 1 for orbi-
tal angular momentum, and equal to 2 for spin), and r is the
characteristic time for the reversal of the field. In the absence
of absolute parallelism of the axis of the cylindrical test ma-
terial being studied," for the field H(HX,O,H2), its magnet-
ic moment is M(MX, M , Mz), where Hx,~aH, Mx,
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My ~aM, and a 41, a being the angle between the axis of the
sample and the magnetic field. An incomplete compensation
for the magnetic field of the Earth gives H°y~HT/k, where
&> 1, /fc being the coefficient of compensation, and HT~\
Oe, the Earth's magnetic field.

In such a situation, parasitical torques

• MVHX ~ azHM, 62 ~ MJPy ~ - j - Hr (2)

appear.
W h e n a - 1 ' , k~ IO2,H~ 102Oe,r~ Is (valuescharac-

teristic for typical experiments of that time) our result is
0,~02~1O0, that is, the parasitic effect is substantially
greater than the basic effect.

It is therefore clear that it is necessary to choose a re-
search method which would exclude the possibility of pon-
deromotive side effects. This was successfully accomplished
by means of the resonance method, suggested already by
Einstein, and carried out by Scherer and Coeterier.6The ba-
sic idea of the method consists of the following. Forced vi-
brations in a sample suspended in a solenoid with a periodi-
cally reversing field H = Ho sin cot, are described by the
equation

Kq + pq> + Dy = T, (3)

where AT is the moment of intertia of the test material, p is the
damping factor, D is the coefficient of torsion of the suspen-
sion thread, and T = 8{ + 62 + 6 is the torque. If we allow
that M = Mo sin cot, we find that

T •= 60 cos wt + T' sin at + T" sin2 cot, (4)

where

e , ^ 1 —coM o , T' = ^rHTM0. T" = a*H0M0.
g e h.

If the frequency co of the reversal of the field coincides
with the resonance frequency coo= (D /K)'n of the sample
vibrations, then it is possible to omit the last term in (4) and
the solution to (3) takes the form

<p = q>0cos(o)0i + Y).

where

n

Y = a rc tgy? . , cpo =

(5)

[(7")
pu>0

If there is no parasitic torque T' (T' = 0), then <p~ sin a>ot,
that is, the vibrations are displaced one quarter of a period
(y = n/2) relative to the forcing torque 9 ~ cos coot. If, in
fact, T V 0 , then the phase of the sample vibrations at reson-
ance/s y^ir/2.

It is possible, however, also in the latter case, to obtain
y = 17/2 artificially, by reversing the field at the moment the
sample is passing through the equilibrium point. Then dH /
dt attains a maximum value when <p = 0 independently of
the presence or absence of any sort of side effects, and

where

= o = x

p»o e

2mc xVHo (6)

V is the volume of the sample, and x is the susceptibility of

the sample (taking the demagnetization coefficient into ac-
count). The expression (6) then allows one to determine g,
by measuring cp^ , and knowing the remaining quantities
that enter into it.

The synchronization of the reversal of the field with the
vibrations in the sample indicated above "is realized best of
all, if one allows the sample itself to execute the reversal of
the field at the correct time".3

In this experiment, an installation was used consisting
of: 1) a suspension system, 2) a circuit for the automatic
reversal of the field of the solenoid, 3) a magnetizing sole-
noid, 4) a method for the compensation for the Earth's mag-
netic field, and 5) cryogenic apparatus.

1. The suspension system. A spherical shape of the sam-
ple was recognized to be the most advantageous, because in
such a case the non-parallelism of the moment of the sample
and of the external field is at a minimum. For this reason, a
sphere of pure lead (kindly provided by P. L. Kapitsa) with
a;s3 mm diameter was used (the maximum variance of the
diameter in various directions did not exceed 2-3 //m). Us-
ing nitrocellulose varnish, it was glued to the lower end of a
glass tube ~50 cm in length and 0.12 mm in diameter (the
axis of the tube did not deviate from the diameter of the
sphere by more than lOfim). A quartz thread, with a diame-
ter of 10-12yum and a length of ~ 15 cm, which served as the
suspension thread, was glued to the upper end of the tube.

2. The circuit for the automatic reversal of the field.
Autoresonance reversing of the field was carried out by
means of a special thyratron circuit, which was controlled by
a photoelement, on which light fell, that was reflected from a
small mirror, attached to the suspension system. In this
manner, the field reversed its direction (to the opposite po-
larity) with the passing of the test material through the equi-
librium point.21 The gyromagnetic moment occurred only at
the moment of the reversing of the field. For the remaining
time, it was equal to zero. The phases of parasitic pondero-
motive torques proportional to the field coincide with the
phase of vibration of the sample itself, and for this reason
display no influence on the amplitude of resonance".3

3. The magnetizing solenoid. The demands for homo-
geneity of the field created by the solenoid were sufficiently
severe so that a special construction was used, which allowed
elimination of all the (radial) derivatives of the field up to
the sixth.

4. Compensation for the Earth's field was carried out by
means of Helmholtz coils with a 1200 mm diameter, between
which the entire installation was situated. A compensation
coefficient of k = 330 was achieved, which corresponded to
a residual field of ~ 5 • 10~4 Oe.

Careful orientation and adjustment of the installation
provided measurements of great accuracy, as a result of
which it was established that the Lande g factor for super-
conductors was equal to

g = 1 ± 0.03.

This is "a value which corresponds to the fact that magneti-
zation was caused by closed orbits. The Lande g factor
turned out to be negative, corresponding to the negatively
charged carriers of the magnetization (the electrons)".

"The numerical value obtained for the Lande g factor
indicates that magnetization of superconductors is in any
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case caused, not by electron spin, but by closed electron cur-
rents".

When calculatingg using formula (6), the free electron
mass (and not the effective mass) was used for the quality m.
An exact proof of this was later given by Broer7 (see also Ref.
8).

The work of I. K. Kikoin, in essence, completely solved
the problem which had been posed. Only one other investi-
gation,'2 carried out 14 years later, is known, the authors of
which supposed (apparently through a misunderstanding),
that "the work of Kikoin and Gubar is not totally clear re-
garding the sign of the effect". They reproduced in full the
methodology of Kikoin's experiment, and confirmed his
conclusions.

Analysing the results of Ref. 2 Meissner13 explained
them in the following manner: "The magnetic field pene-
trates (into the superconductor) only to a small depth, but
at its reversal, an electric field appears, which acts both upon
the superconducting electrons and upon positive ions (of the
lattice). Inasmuch as the superconducting electrons do not
drag the ions after themselves, these two systems move inde-
pendently with equal and opposing angular momenta. It is
precisely the movement of the positive ions which is ob-
served in the experiment."

It is interesting that the inverse gyromagnetic effect (an
analog of the Barnett effect) in superconductors, consisting

of the creation of a magnetic moment in a rapidly rotating
superconductor, has not been registered to date, although
attempts to do just that have been made.9

'In all known experiments of that time, the sample took the form of a
cylinder.

2In this instance, the value Ho in formula (8) is the amplitude of the first
harmonic of the field strength.
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